Biomancy University

Biodelics Immersion

Your Retreat Calendar
November 12th - November 19th, 2022
Your body is a doorway into a deeper dimension of healing magic...
Biodelics is a cutting edge new approach to healing, wellness, embodiment, awakening and
wisdom that includes psychedelics as a category, but whose primary focus is on the ways
our body naturally opens into magical states of embodied visionary consciousness, that new
science confirms can profoundly heal us. Biodelics roots us back into our birthright - the
inherent magic within our bodies; from the way the molecules of plants activate our innate
neuro-endocrine alchemy, to breathwork switching on our inner hormonal pharmacopeia,
to relational synchrony and elemental alchemy awakening our stem cells and
mitochondria, to the terrestrial and celestial cycles time weaving our body rhythms.
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Wisdom Workshop 1: The New Science of Biodelic Healing
The science of how Biodelic states shift health and consciousness
Saturday, November 12th, 3pm EST - Dr Azra Bertrand
What is Biodelics, revealing our innate body magic
Why the Plants are assisting our evolution right now
What the Ancestors and Plant Elders are here to share
Ancestral and Scientific perspectives on Biodelic states
Cerebellar somatics, body as brain, neuro-endocrine alchemy
Incredible new scientific research on psychedelics & trauma healing
Why our Biodelic experience and embodiment is so revolutionary

Embodiment Circle 1: Biodelic Breathwork Journey
November 15th, 6pm EST - Natalie Zukerman, Body Wisdom Keeper
Join in a global live online Biodelic Breathwork journey with a Spirit Keeper of Body
Magic who has travelled across the world studying and living with indigenous shamans
and medicine workers, and who practices feminine-centered body wisdom. Biodelic
Breathwork is a key code into unlocking your innate endocrine alchemy.
Wisdom Workshop 2: Activate Your Endocrine Alchemy
The secrets of how your body creates visionary regenerative magic
Monday, November 14th, 10am EST - Dr Azra Bertrand
Biodelics - our inner pharmacopeia (serotonin, oxytocin, melatonin +)
Pineal Gland nano crystals & DMT, endocannabinoids +
The 6 Healing Modalities of Biodelics
Circadian, Elemental, Somatic
Cosmic, Visionary, Psychedelic
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Plant healers - CBD, Mushrooms, Aya, Amanita, Hypnotics (+Ketamine)
Benefits/risks of Macro-dosing vs Microdosing (Plants & Biodelics)
Keys to activate your own Endocrine Alchemy, stem cells, mitochondria
Embodiment Circle 2: Biodelic Cacao Ceremony
November 18th, 3pm EST - Anabel Vizcarra, Body Wisdom Keeper
Join in a global live online Cacao Ceremony through a Biodelic lens with an initiated
Ancestral Spirit Keeper of the Plant Magic of IxCacao. Even though you may have
worked with Cacao spirit many times before, people are sharing that they have never
had the insight, deep connection and love bond they experience in these ceremonies.
Wisdom Workshop 3: Biodelics for Healing and Embodiment
Create a powerful new Biodelic healing practice for you and your clients...
Thursday, November 17th, 3pm EST - Dr Azra Bertrand
Understand the science of how Biodelic states of conscious are healing
Curate deep psychedelic and Biodelic healing containers for you/others
Choose which of the 6 Biodelic Modalities brings you deepest healing
Feminine Biodelia - connect to the Womb, Lunar/Bio Cycles and Hormones
Bioenergetics, psychology - evaluating the feminine/masculine approach
Intersection of Biodelics with psychic/paranormal phenomena and magic
Making Biodelics a powerful daily healing embodiment practice and path
Plus, an online community of Biodelic pioneers to connect and share with
And daily email prompts to land the wisdom of this deep healing medicine. Everything
is recorded and sent out and available for you to download and keep.
The Plant Elders and the Ancestors are gathering us to remember our magic....
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